
South Willow Creek Meeting Agenda
July 1, 2021 6:30 pm

In attendance: Rachel Christensen, Melanie Kemper, Dianna Nabor, Keri Carter
Rhonda Ponder and Lucy Shirisia.

1. Existing Maintenance Updates
a. Pickle Ball Court Lines have been painted. Now we are looking into getting

paddles and balls for the community. Would be first come first serve and
stored in the large closet in the pool area.

b. Burned out lights in the pool were fixed. Pool was shut down for a day due to
hair and small particles from pool toys clogging the pump. A second lounge
chair has been damaged and thrown out. The board is considering not
replacing damaged furniture or umbrellas in the future.

c. Garry Watman replaced 2 burned out lamp post bulbs and fixed the mailbox
that fell over at Heather Morgans unit.

2. Landscaping Update
Given the extreme heat and wind in June and the drought, our lawns are very
stressed, filled with grubs and weeds. Melanie has been treating for grubs but is
finding the ground is so hard the granules are not sinking down into the grass
deep enough. Rachel will get estimates from professional lawn care companies to
provide weed and insect treatment along with fertilization. By removing these
services from the Hallmark’s contract, we will have approx. $3,150 to put towards
this service.

3. New Requests
a. Melanie will have Arborcare provide estimates for spraying certain bushes, mainly

Euyonomous that are filled with scale.

b. Melanie will look into the cost of placing decorative pebbles in a few areas near
the mailbox and garbage enclosures where the grass is dead and nothing but weeds.
These areas are where the ice melt buckets are in the winter.



c. FHA renewal was initially denied due to not enough Fidelity coverage but Selena
at Farmers confirmed we have adequate coverage.

d. Front Entrance sign is really black due to the pear trees overhead. Rhonda will try
to scrub it and we will look into painting it a darker color so the stains are not as
obvious.

4. Financials
 Review of Delinquencies


